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Annual Examination 2015-16 

Subject : G.K. (E.M.) 

Class : II 

Time : 3 hrs                    MM : 50 

 

Note :  Attempt all questions are compulsory- (6) 

Q.1 Tick () the correct option- 

 (1) The first president of India is- 

  (a) Mahatma Gandhi  (b) Dr. Rajendra Prasad  

 (2) Which language is mostly spoken in M.P.- 

  (a) Tamit  (b) Hindi  

 (3) The Indian name of chess is- 

  (a) Shatranj (b) Kho-Kho  

 (4) Hyderabad is situated in- 

  (a) Andrha Pradesh (b) Tamil Nadu  

 (5) Kangaroos are mostly found in- 

  (a) Kerala  (b) Australia  

 (6) The earlier name of chennai is- 

  (a) Madras  (b) Calcutta   

Q.2 Fill in the blanks with correct option- (10) 

 (i) The sea water .................... in taste.(Salty/Sweet) 

 (ii) Haridwar is situated on the bank of river................. (Ganga/Saraswati) 

 (iii) The largest desert area in India is............(Thar/Dice) 

 (iv) .............is also known as the "Pink City". (jaipur/Jabalpur) 

 (v) A...................of flowers.(Bunch/Bouquet) 

 (vi) A .................. of people.(Bundle/Crowd) 
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 (vii) Pankaj udas is  a famous..............(Singer/Dancer) 

 (viii) The computer thinks with its................(C.P.U/Mouse) 

 (ix) There are ................colours in the rainbow.(7/10) 

 (x) There are...................bones in our body.(206/26) 

Q.3 Write true or false-  (14) 

 (1) Our earth is planet. ( ) 

 (2) A rectangle has 5 side. ( ) 

 (3) Quran is the Holy book of Muslim. ( ) 

 (4) The moon moves round the sun. ( ) 

 (5) There are seven colours in the rainbow. ( ) 

 (6) Hippopotamous has a horn at its nose. ( ) 

 (7) Rose plant is a shrub. ( ) 

 (8) Spider makes webs to live in. ( ) 

 (9) Crocodile is an amphibians. ( ) 

 (10) Haridwar is also known as "Pink city". ( ) 

 (11) Hockey is national sports in India. ( ) 

 (12) Great sphinx is in Italy. ( ) 

 (13) We get coffee from plants. ( ) 

 (14) All plants grow from seed. ( ) 

Q.4 Write the "Add" two words in a group- (5) 

 (i) Tooth + Brush= ................ 

 (ii) Ball + Pen = ...................... 

 (iii) Sun + Flower = .............................. 

 (iv) Honey + Bee = ....................... 

 (v) Pea + Cook =.............................. 
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(3) 

Q.5 Write name of days in a week.          (7) 

Q.6 Circle the odd word- (5) 

 (i) Fleet              Bunch                Team               Grapes 

 (ii) Table             Lion                   Tiger                Monkey 

 (iii) Redal            Mouse                 Printer             Monitor 

 (iv)   Car                Bus                     Jeep                 Sheep 

 (v) Monday        Sunday               March                Friday. 

Q.7 Draw a neat diagram of National Flag? (3) 
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